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Education

University of Maryland, College Park Sep. 2021 – Sep. 2026
Ph.D. in Computer Science.

Trinity College Aug. 2013 – May. 2017
B.S. in Computer Science (GPA: 3.97/4.00)

Relevant Courses

• MATH: Calculus, Multivariable Calculus, Statistics, Linear Algebra, Probability, Numerical Analysis, Combi-
natorics, Graph Theory, Discrete Math

• COMP: Algorithms and Data Structures, Compiler, Operating Systems, Programming Languages, Theory of
Computation, Computational Geometry, Natural Language Processing, Computer Vision

Project Experience

Hyper-Dimensional Computing and Its Application in Cognition (PhD Research Topic)
Supervisors: Prof. Yiannis Aloimonos, Dr. Cornelia Fermuller, UMD Jan 2022 – Now

• Vector Symbolic Architecture (VSA/HDC) is a symbolic framework that use large vectors and related math operator to
represent and manipulate information. It provides new insights on encoding multi-modal data. I am exploring how to
improve machine cognition with the assistance of extra modalities using HDC.

• I am currently working on attributes encoding. We propose an efficient and interpretable way of encoding attributes. Our
attribute encoding method helps neural networks converge faster and generalize better.

• I am currently exploring using VSA/HDC in spiking neural networks as a universal representation of information.

Image matching using Hypergraphs on the GPU (Undergrad. Research Project)
Supervisor: Prof. Peter A. Yoon Jan 2014 – Aug 2016

• Goal Find faster solutions to the image matching problem.

• Method Improved upon the probabilisitc hypergraph matching algorithm (which was originally designed for single CPU
process) and created a new algorithm that can run efficiently in parallel on GPUs, and applied it on matching images
(represented as hypergraphs of their features points).

• My role Designed and implemented the proposed algorithm using CUDA on Nvidia GPUs. Conducted experiments on
public image datasets. Analyzed the problems and proposed solutions if encountering failures.

• Outcome Poster presented at GPU Technology Conference 2013.
Code is available on the github: github.com/minghuiliu/MatchingParallel.

Work Experience

Software Engineer
Altair Aug 2017 – Jan 2021

• Software Project PBS Professional, an open-source cluster management software for high performance computing use
cases.

• My Contributions Designed and built the “hook” system that executes user supplied Python scripts at various event
points of a computing job to allow more user customizability.

• Improved the wall-clock time measurement and achieved on average 10% better accuracy.

• Redesigned the packaging system to generate both RPM and DEB packages at the same time and to meet the require-
ments of RHEL, SUSE and Ubuntu’s package repositories. After the changes PBS packages were accepted into all three
repositories, allowing users to install directly using their package manager.

• Github link: https://github.com/pbspro/pbspro

Publications

• Minghui Liu∗, Dehao Yuan∗, Cornelia Fermuller, and Yiannis Aloimonos. Fusion of Image Attributes for Free:
A New Approach to Visual Recognition. Accepted by AAAI-Workshop 2023; Submitted to ICML2023.

Award and Certificates by the Department of Computer Science, Trinity College

• Dean’s Scholarship (awarded to 20/600 first year students)

• Faculty’s honor (all semesters, awarded to students with average GPA of 3.667 or higher)

Skills

Python (PyTorch, numpy, pandas), C/C++, Unix/Linux build tools
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